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King of the Livors 
 
 The following morning, after I’d managed to drop off for a couple of hours, the whole episode 
came back to me thanks to a dream. My grandfather – inexplicably– is huge, bald, pot-bellied. A big 
red beard – the bronze-coloured beard of Holy Roman emperors and Ashkenazi rabbis – obscures 
much of his face, and his grey eyes flash icily in every direction. There’s nothing to suggest that this is 
definitely him, apart from the L roughly embroidered on the pocket of his shirt – L for Livdweiss – and 
the walking stick hanging from the back of his chair, but its handle looks like a skull made of ivory. He’s 
agitated, I’ve never seen him this agitated, for a man who is usually so detached – straight as ramrod 
and flint, Aunt Esther used to say – you’d think he had St Vitus’ dance, that was Suzette’s favourite 
expression when she noticed his foot twitching at the end of a meal, in his impatience to hop on his 
moped and get back to the vegetable garden.  
 It’s supper time. Behind the old cast iron wood-burner, between Millet’s Angelus and a picture 
of the Iron Wall cliff, hangs the sabre, directly above my grandfather’s head, giving him half of a 
burnished halo. As he lowers his head, puts his hands over his face and prepares to mutter the 
blessing, the sabre quivers, seems to exaggerate the way he repeatedly shrugs his shoulders and 
furrows his brow, to dance between the jittering lines on his forehead, echoing his words and 
mumbling the prayer in turn, a magic sword, a speaking sword, and the prayer is repeated in a sort of 
Hebrew, as if my grandfather wasn’t the preacher he’d always dreamed of becoming but a rabbi. The 
blessing drones around the dining room, the old man’s frosty voice masking the sound of the window 
panes shuddering with each vehicle that passes on the street, sussolordantheethaïgiffsswichwee… At 
the end of the prayer, instead of picking up the servers to mix the salad with a bon appétit, he gets up, 
takes down the sabre, leans over the table, brings the blade up to my eyes, and gesticulating with his 
fat finger indelibly stained from hulling walnuts, makes me read the initials engraved on the steel: 
 

V L R L 
 
 I jump at the sight of this tetragrammaton and wake up. I know exactly what triggered this 
dream. I remember that every time we sat down for a meal and I ended up facing the sabre, I would 
always ask, Grandpa, who did that sabre belong to? Grandpa, who did that sabre belong to? Grandpa, 
who did that sabre belong to? or perhaps, Grandpa, did that sabre kill anyone in the war? and, tired 
of this constant barrage, Auguste eventually replied in his toneless voice, that sabre belonged to the 
King of Livors, just to shut me up and finally have a chance to say grace – breaking silence at meal 
times was blasphemous, and all eyes turned pointedly on me to tell me that I should stop besieging 
them with my endless questions.  
 VLRL: I knew – or thought I knew – what those initials meant. Victor Livdweiss Rex Livorum. 
Victor Livdweiss King of the Livors. It was one of the legends in our family folklore. One of our distant 
forebears, an assumed one because he bore the same name as us – Livdweiss, which sounded like a 
rather inferior wine. A country squire from Gascony, Lord of Montserieu and Baron of Mortesel. He 
was also known as the Prince of Taraconta, the Baron of Berezina, the Northern Baron or the White 
Baron, to be honest I don’t remember, because the story went that he’d spent most of his life in the 
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far north of Europe. No one could agree on the nature of his activities, there were all sorts of 
conflicting arguments, one minute he truly was a ruler, the next he ruled only in his dreams; to some 
he was a hero, to others a traitor, a fugitive, a deserter or an émigré; one day he was said to have 
colluded in having Napoleon’s great rival, Bernadotte, hoisted onto the French throne, the next it 
would be Bernadotte himself who brought about his downfall and left him to rot in a Scandinavian 
dungeon; according to grandpa Auguste, he ended up decapitated, but according to Uncle Guillaume 
he died blind and mad at the ends of the earth; poppycock, said Uncle Ernest – who upheld the fellow 
as one of the greatest compulsive liars of all time – the baron had in fact been shot. As for knowing 
where he was buried, a complete mystery. Where did he die? In what year? How? And why? 
 It has to be said that a great many myths were doing the rounds at the time. We told each 
other autumn stories as we hulled walnuts, topped and tailed string beans, shelled broad beans and 
cut out ravioli; we told winter stories as we left the soup or stew to simmer, and made potato cakes 
and meatballs; in the summer our stories added some zest to the ratatouille and the rhubarb jam; in 
spring to the walnut wine, spiced damsons and blackcurrant sorbet. Stories that dated back to the 
days of Hannibal and the Romans: the first travelled across the region with his army of elephants; the 
second founded a city in honour of a local goddess who was adopted into their own ecumenical 
pantheon, laid out the cardo and the decumanus that are still legible on the tourist office’s maps, built 
ramparts against the Barbarians and wrested Jurassic limestone from the mountains to carve it into 
monumental gateways that would be given the names of saints in the Middle Ages – Saint Francis, 
Saint Vincent, Saint Maurice and Saint Marcel – and marked the four compass points in the town. 
Stories of dragons and Camisard insurrectionists from the time when D**, a stronghold of the 
Reformation, was besieged, conquered and sacked ten times in ten years because it sheltered fleeing 
Huguenots. Stories of collaborators and members of the Maquis – and the place had no shortage of 
muckraking about the former and commemorative plaques honouring the latter: the deputy mayor 
had achieved fame by playing his trump card against the Germans to avoid a repeat of the Oradour 
massacre, for which he was rewarded by being shot a few days before the Liberation and having the 
town’s main street – which had been called avenue du Maréchal Petain under Vichy – named after 
him. 
 All these legends became confused in our young minds. We never really wondered how much 
of what we were told was true; even with tales about people whose lives were certifiable – because 
we knew them, saw them, heard their voices – we had very limited ways of authenticating them: a 
few photo albums bore witness to their past, but whole swathes of their lives lay out of reach to us, 
and of course those swathes comprised the war that no one talked about and no one described, or 
only very little because there was no sense of pride for having fought this particular war, but that 
didn’t stop them talking about other wars, wars from another century, wars from before we were 
born. The people of old weren’t like people now, tracked by all these gadgets that will later be able to 
retrace our every movement, our every action and gesture, these gadgets in which our thoughts, fears, 
lies and mistakes will be engraved for all eternity – so I think they invented a lot, and I now know that 
the best way to honour them is to do some inventing of my own.  
 
[…] 

  


